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Experience

Nifty Island Remote Mar ���� � Present

Senior Frontend Engineer
Spearheaded the transition of a React application to NextJS,
enhancing performance and decreasing time-to-deploy by
implementing a unified build strategy for various
environments. Engineered an extensive testing framework that
reduced regressions and boosted code quality. Architected
component library used across multiple front-end projects

NextJS TypeScript React React Testing Library Cypress Web3

LARB Remote Volunteer Sep ���� � Nov ����

Frontend Engineer
Helped implement a new design for Los Angeles Review of
Books' website following their developer's lead.

TypeScript React NextJS TailwindCSS

CleanSpark Remote Oct ���� � Mar ����

Senior Frontend Engineer
Enhanced the flagship product's production codebase, ensuring
top performance for a publicly traded company, and developed
testing strategies, including unit, integration, and end-
to-end tests. Additionally, played a role in refining
and deploying a React Native project, aiding its
seamless integration.

TypeScript React Redux React Testing Library Cypress

React Native

ESP Personnel Jun ���� � Oct ����
Web Developer
Enhanced client communication by integrating a ReactJS client
profile with the third-party CRM system, accelerated
development processes through the creation and management of
reusable JavaScript libraries for proprietary RESTful APIs,
and improved call-center productivity with click-to-dial
functionality in the phone system.

React Redux React Testing Library Cypress C# SQL

Projects

CVBuzz
cv.buzz

A web application that allows
business owners and entrepreneurs
of the Coachella Valley to create
a one-page business profile and
share it anywhere.

Side Project TypeScript Next.js

Material UI Firebase

CV Food Map
cvfood.vercel.app

A platform that allows users to
map and share restaurants and bars
in the Coachella Valley.

Side Project TypeScript Next.js

Shadcn/TailwindCSS Firebase

Salton Sea Science
saltonseascience.org

Volunteer project to help
community members and scientists
to share and access information
about the Salton Sea.

Volunteer Next.js TypeScript

Material UI
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